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‘ i > This invention relates to'coverings for the side 
walls of houses and the like structures. 
The principal object of the invention is to pro 

vide elements of a flexible» ?brous base water 
.6 proofed and weatherproofed in any suitable 

~ manner and so constructed as to render them 
suitable for use as ‘siding material invplace of 
:wooden clapboard; brick, and similar relatively 
expensivesiding. ' 

10 ,In order to produce a satisfactory siding mate 
. rial of the character indicated that will be worthy 
as a substitute for the materials named, the chief 
considerations are economyfof manufacture and 
ease of application with a amount of 
material, consistent of course, with adequate pro 
‘tection and pleasing appearance. With the fore 
going . considerations in vView, waterproof ?exible 
?brous material, as ordinarily fabricated, for ex 
ample, in the asphalt roo?ng industry, is ill 
adapted as a satisfactory; ‘siding material since 
the requirements of economy in application make 
it‘ necessary when 'laying'the material in over 
lapping rows on a vertical wall or the like, to ar 

is 

range the ‘rows with; considerable vertical dis- , 
tances between the successive overlapping rows, 
that is/to say‘ with-relatively small overlap be 
tween successive y'rows.‘ ‘ a consequence, the 
?exible nature of thisv type of material, renders 
the material "objectionable owing to the fact that 
these large exposed portions are easily blown out 
wardly bylthe'wind and‘ ‘they become otherwise 
readily‘disto'rted and unsightly, the ?abbiness of 
the material when exposed in large sections evi 
dencing' itself more pronouncedly than is the case 
‘when relatively smalleryertlcal sections are‘ ex 

' posed as obtains on pitched roofs for example. 
' By my present invention, ‘the material ‘is so 
fashioned that the foregoinglobjections are over 
come without substantial sacri?ce of the re 
quired-economy as heretofore mentioned. 
In accordance with thefinventioml provide sid 

- ing strips or" flexible ?brous’; material‘: suitably 
waterproofedI 'andin the-form of elongated sub 
stantially rectangular bodylportion's'having' a cen 
trally' located tongue ‘or extensionalo‘ng the upper 
“edge‘of thejbody portion, ‘the strips as thus‘ con 
“?gured” being adapted‘ ‘to be ‘laid j overlapping 

' rows'with' the longerfaxisfof the portion 
in a horizontal ‘direction; andv ‘with the 

tongues vextending upwardly“ sovithvat .they will 
‘underlie ‘ the‘ - joints between‘ adjacent , strips in 

>' theinextwucceeding‘ row; ’ A‘ “f f , ‘1 r‘ v ' 

’ ‘ important feature’oftheconstructionjaf 
36 'forded'by my inventionf‘the‘siding' strips con?g 

\lowermost edg'egof thestrip. a, . 

fully hereinafter described, arebullredior, weight 
ed along the rectangular body portion- seas tov __ " 
cause the relativelyllarge vertically exposed areas 
of the strip to; lie: ?at against the underlying 
surface and be prevented from blowing outward- 60 
1y under the action ‘ofv the wind". For thispurpose. 

the bulking medium preferably comprises an ad-} ditional layer ofyWaterproofycoating material'of 
the nature of asphalt‘on-one or~bothfacesof the 
body portion, within which may beimbedded a 65 
layer of crushedmineraltof. a color suitable for 
siding. ' Advantageously, the additional. layer or layers‘ as above _,described,- are preferablytapered 

in vertical or transversehcross-(section sothat the 
maximum thickness will be provided, alongqthe 70 

The invention will be more fully understood 
from the detailed, description to follow- and from 
'the, accompanyiiiggdl‘awingsin which - a t 

Figure 1 is a plan_view.o,f av siding strip con- 75 
structed inv accordance with, my; invention, , 
Figure 2 is antransverseesection, through .the _. 

same, _ H‘, .5, 1.1" . is’; '2 __ .- ._ ‘. 

Figure 3 shows eeeeuen'. of siding. composed 
of strips made in; accordancewith my invention, 80 
Figure 4 is‘ a view,‘-in perspective, showingrone 

of the siding stripsk , V. 

Figure 5 illustratesone. manner- ,in whichthe _ 
strips may be cut from a,‘ continuous web: of. ma 

Figure 6 is cayiewfin planlofhanother-rmethod 
of producing the strips from continuouslengths p5 ' 
of material, the arrangement here. shown being 
particularly designed to enable the stripsto ‘be 
formed with'the‘bullring layersprior'totheir sep-- 90 
varation from the sheet. ; 1.- 1 r. 

Referring moreindetalltothedrawings, the siding strips infaccordance withmyinvention, 
are indicated generallyby the numeral, 10 and 
comprise a substantial rectangularbody'portion 95 

. l1. Somewhat elpnsatedin: $11‘? .llqlfmnt?lldirection 
. ‘and. fb'rméd'albnathé toner edgeillzzthel'?of, with 1-; 
‘it. céiltmli iloqatéd?iinwsidlr. projecting: tongue 
.13. "_'I£Drefer. that the tongue,;l_3, shall bezoha 
heichtl substantial! 1 .‘Tequal- to’. the height » of the 10° 
body portion, andtliatcrthelateral 14_'of the ' 
bbdy portion $.11'&1.1';'b§lPB1'a11¢1:iW1?h.<the' lateral I 
edges" 15 of thetongue pcrtion and also ,thatrthe . 
unnerredée. 16 oithelwngue.~.andsthe upper edge 
12 andilbwér 1,71 ilthenhqdy-eportion-fshall 105 
‘likewise: be , ‘parallel. ,In__.actua1. I mace. the 
length 9! thébadi partiqnemavye .Irom 12in 
36': and its heiehtmay Yamir 
the lam-11F?’ ?i ' - 

as 
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With a strip having a body portion, for example, 
18" in length and 9" in height, the tongue may 
vary in length from 6 to 9" and be of a height 
as already stated, equal to that of the body por 
tion. With strips having body portions of greater 
length, say for example, 36", the length of the 
tongue may vary from 8 to 18". ,By making the 
strips of the aforedescribed, con?guration and 
properly coordinating the dimensions thereof 
within the limits set forth, greater economy can 
be effected since the body portions ‘need be only 
slightly higher than the extent of vertical ex 
posure, the tongues being of such height and 
width to provide the necessary protection at and 
around the joints between the strips when laid. 
These strips may be severed from continuous 

sheets of felted ?brous base impregnated with 
waterproo?ng saturant such as molten asphalt, 
and coated on one or both surfaces thereof with 
a layer of weatherproof material such as high 
melting point blown asphalt within which may be 
imbeddedcomminuted or granular mineral ma 
terial. _ 

Instead of molten asphalt, the coating ma 
terial applied to the surface or surfaces of the 
base may be in the form of an aqueous bitumi 
nous emulsion made with colloidal mineral emul 
sifying agent, such for instance, as bentonite. 
A coating composition of this character is par 
ticularly advantageous since the waterfree ?lm 
thereof possesses the peculiar characteristic of re 
maining in place without flow under tempera 
tures in excess of the melting‘point of the bitu 
men, thus rendering the base more highly ?re 
resistant. _ ' 

Several modes. in which the strips, con?gured 
as above described, may be severed from con 
tinuous sheets of the coated and mineral sur 
faced base, are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. 
In both of these methods, I- prefer to employ a 
sheet of base of a width equal to twice the maxi 
mum height of. the strips. The sheet may be 
slitted longitudinally along its midportion, as 
indicated at 20, (Figure 5) or 20a (Figure 6),, 
and from each section thus formed, the strips 
may be severed without waste by means of knives 
positioned for example, upon a cutting cylinder 
so as to sever the strips from these sections in 
reversely arranged or complemental fashion, as 
indicated by the lines 21 to 25 (Figure 5) or 
26 to 34 (Figure 6) de?ning the boundaries of‘ 
the strips. 
The strips thus severed from ‘the sheet, when 

applied to the side walls of a building with the 
greater part of the body portions thereof exposed, 
would be too ?exible and ?abby to serve as e?icient 
and attractive siding material. -In order toadapt 
the strips for this purpose, I provide the body por 
tions thereof with a weighting qr bulking medium 
preferably in the form of an additional layer 40 
of waterproof coating material and crushed 
mineral grit embedded therein. This bulking 
layer may, in some instances, be formed with 
the exposed face of the strip, but preferably, as 
shown, it is applied to both the exposed and the 
underface of the strips. This additional layer 
of coating and mineral grit may be applied in 
any convenient way, as for example, by immers-J 
ing the strips in a bath of the coating material. 
Upon withdrawal from the coating bath, the strips 
should be suspended in a substantial vertical posi 
tion so as -to permit the viscous coating ma 
terial to drain downwardly towards the lower 
edge thereof and build itself up in the form of 
tapered coating with maximum thickness ad 

1,924,650 
jacent the lower edge. After the coating ma-> 
terial has been applied and permitted to drain - 
suf?ciently and take the desired taper, the coated 
strip may be then contacted with a bed or shower. 
or comminuted mineral matter such as crushed 
slate or the like, of a color suitable for siding. 
Preferably, the additional coating layers as thus 
described, should extend to a line slightlybelow 
the upper edge 12 of the body portion, as shown 
in Figures 1 to 4, for in practice, the strips will 
be arranged in overlapping rows with the lower 
edge 17 of each strip extending over the preced 
"ing row to a point slightly below the edges 12 of 
the underlying strips, and hence, the additional 
coating layer is preferably and advantageously 
not extended above the line of exposure. ' 
As will be observed, when the strips are severed 

from the sheet in the manner illustrated in Figure 
5, the provision of the bulking layer or layers 
necessarily constitutes a separate stage in the 
manufacture. This will be apparent from Figure 
5 wherein it will be noted that because of the 
reversed arrangement of the strips in each section 
formed by the longitudinal slit 20, coating ma 
terial could not very readily be con?ned to the 
body portions of the strips ‘in the sheet without 
also additionally coating the tongues, and this is 
undesirable from the point of view of economy 
as well as from the standpoint of construction, 
because of the desirability of having a strip with 
relatively thin .?exible concealed portions and 
with only the exposed portions thereof bulked so 
as to produce the maximum weight at the lower 
most edges thereof. By cutting the strips from 
'the sheet in the manner illustrated in Figure 6, 
the bulking of the body portions of the strips 
may be effected as one continuous operation prior 
to the severance of ' the strips from the sheet. Ac 
cording to the arrangement shown in Figure 6, 
the cutting operationfor severing the strips from 
the sheet is designed to form the body portions 
of the strips in longitudinal alignment and like 
wise the tongues of the strips, instead of forming 
in the same longitudinal alignment body portions 
and intervening tongues of other strips, as in the 
arrangement of Figure 5. With this arrangement, 
therefore, I am enabled to con?ne the bulking 
operation to areas which are to form the body 
portions of the strips. Thus, the additional coat 
ing material may be applied to the sheet in longi— 
tudinal- bands, such bands being applied along 
each margin of the sheet and extending laterally 
of the sheet to lines, indicated at X, spaced slight 
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ly outwardly of the lines along which the cuts 27 . 
and 33 are to be made. A similar band of coat 
ing material is applied centrally of the sheet and 
extends laterally to lines indicated at Y, spaced 
slightly. inwardly of the lines along which the 
cuts 29 and 31 are. to .be made, this latter band 
being substantially double the width of the mar 
ginal bands, so that when the sheet is slit at 20a, 
the adjacent strips on either side of the‘ slit 20a 
will carry the bulking layer. These bands of 
coating material may be applied as by means of 
sprays or coating rolls, either to one or both faces 
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of the sheet, and any convenient means may be ' 
employed, if desired, to cause the coating material 
thus applied to the sheet, to assume a tapered 
form. After the coating material has been 
brought to the desired taper, suitable mineral 
grit may be applied to the tapered coating in any 
convenient way, thegrit being partially imbedded 
in the coating material so 8,5120 mask the latter 
and form a ?nishing surface for the siding strips. 
In the aforedescribed method of applying the 
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coating material to the sheet in spaced longi 
tudinal bands, an important feature is the con 
?nement of the bands within the transverse areas 
of the sheet out of which the body portions of the 
strips are to be cut, so that the coating material 
will be precluded from ?owing over onto the por 
tions of the sheet from which the tops of the 
tongues of the oppositely disposed strips are 
formed, in which event the additional coating 
layer along the topmost portion of the tongues 
would tend to elevate the overlying strips at these 
points, when laid, thereby detracting from the 
sightliness of the completed side wall construc 
tion. 
The strips formed by either of the methods 

herein described will be arranged in successive 
overlapping rows with the strips of each row 
breaking joints with those of the preceding row, 
as shown in Figure 3, and with the lower edges 
17 of each strip spaced a slight distance below 
the upper edges 12 of the body portion of the 
strips ,in the next preceding row so as to ex 
pose the greatest part of the body portion, as is 
necessary in order to realize the required econ 
omy. By virtue of the fact that the tongues 13 are 
equal in height to the body portion, the amount 
of vertical overlap between succeeding rows 
will leave an equal vertical portion of the tongues 
to project above the upper limit of the joints 
between adjacent shingles in the next succeed 
ing row su?icient ‘to preclude leakage there 

I through. 
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In applying the strips to the side wall of a 
building, I prefer that they be fastened thereto 
by nails driven through the strips at points 
slightly below the upper margin of the bulking 
layer 40, and in position to be concealed by the 
overlying strip. By thus nailing the strips 
through the thickened portions thereof, instead 
of through the portions not formed» with the 
bulking layer, greater resistance is offered to 
raising or blowing up of the exposed portions 
under the action of the wind. 
Having thus described my invention, it will be 

manifest that numerous variations and changes 
maybe made therein without departing from the 
spirit of the invention as set forth in the ap 
pended claims. ‘ ' ' . 
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I claim as my invention: > v 
1. A side wall covering simulating clapboard, 

comprising a plurality of overlying courses of 
asphalt coated and grit surfaced felt base‘ ele 
ments of maximum thickness at their lower edges, 
having body and tongue'portions, the length of 
the body portion being at least three times the 
exposed depth thereof, the tongues extending 
upwardly from an intermediate point of the up 
per edge of the body portion for a distance sub 
stantially greater than the exposed ‘depths of 
the body portions, the elements in the same' 
course being ?ush and the body portions of each 
course overlapping the body portions of the sub 
jacent course for a distance substantially less 
than the depth of the exposed body portions. 

2. A wall covering comprising a plurality of 
overlying courses of asphalt coated and grit sur 
faced ?brous base elements, each element being 
thickest at its base and composed of a body por 
tion and a tongue extending centrally upward 
from the body portion for a distance greater than 
the depth of the exposed portions of the body, 
the length of said body portion being at least 
three times as great as the depth of the ex 
posed portions, the tongues of the elements in 
each course lying under the elements of the ad- . _ 
jacent overlapping course at the meeting places 
of the side edges of adjacent elements of the same 
course and each course overlapping the body por 
tions of the elements of the adjacent underlying‘ 
course for a distance substantially less than the 
depth of the exposed portion of said elements. 

3. A side wall covering simulating clapboard, 
comprising a plurality of overlying courses of ele 
ments each of which has a body portion and a 
tongue portion of less length than and equal in 
height to the body portion, the body portions of 
adjacent courses overlapping for a distance sub 
stantially less than the depth of the exposed body 
portions, and the tongues of each ‘course being 
positioned to underlie the next succeeding course 
for a distance greater than the distance of over 
lap between body portions. . 
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